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Living Pavement
A new vision for urban greenery
Living Pavement is an open-tile system developed by Studio Meek together with Vincent
Wittenberg that enables spontaneous vegetation in urban public spaces. It contributes to
the improvement of urban climate and quality of life by addressing issues such as rainfallfloods, the urban heat island effect, fine dust and the growing need of city dwellers for
more contact with green in their direct surroundings.
In the coming years communes will have to reduce their investments in maintenance of
public parks. Living Pavement is a reaction to the strict distinction between red and green
on the one hand, and the desired and undesired vegetation on the other. It challenges and
proposes an alternative perspective towards the construction and management of public
urban green.

Living Pavement
Planning spontainety
60% of Dutch municipalities struggle nowadays with overloaded sewer systems and
subsequent problems, as most of precipitation in paved areas cannot infiltrate into the
soil and is thus channeled to the sewer system. Rainwater drainage must be disconnected
from the sewage system and urban vegetation that creates micro-life in the soil and keeps
it open should be promoted, allowing water to infiltrate easier to the ground.
Weeds?
Cities and their planners can take advantage of spontaneous vegetation if a mind switch
regarding the understanding of weeds will take place. Living Pavement shows that
spontaneity is no longer equal to neglect when it becomes part of the design.

Het Gele Gebouw
A new café
One of thenext steps to improve the Zomerhofkwartier is the opening of a new café at the corner of
Zomerhofstraat and Vijverhofstraat. The cafe opens the now closed facade of Het Gele Gebouw to the
street and the future raingarden. The café is expected to be running in the next coming months. Van
Schagen Architecten are leading the transformation process.
A terrace on the sidewalk at the Vijverhofstraat is part of the plan for the cafe. An improvement of the
public space is needed for this purpose. This makes the plinth of Het Gele gebouw a perfect location for
the Living Pavement Pilot. All stakeholders agree that this is a perfect ‘match’.
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The Climate Block
Adaptation is innovation
Climate Proof ZoHo is the ‘‘pilot district” for the
implementation of the Rotterdam Climate Adaptation
Strategy. In the coming years, ZoHo will be the urban
laboratory in Rotterdam where promising climate measures
are combined with urban transition and local initiatives.
Climateproof ZoHo aims to make the Zomerhofkwartier a
more resilient and vital district at the same time.
Around Het Gele Gebouw several projects are expected
to be realized in the year to come. Together they create a
Climate Block that will be an unique showcase foor a new
approach to urban renewal. Some of these initatives are
Polderdak (rooftop waterstorage and urban agriculture),
Katshoek Rain(a)way Garden (Fien Dekker’s infiltration tiles)
and the ZoHo Raingarden.

ZoHo Raingarden
Welcome to Zomerhofkwartier
At Zomerhofkwartier an abundance of hard surfaces makes place for a structure of more soft
and green public spaces that can hold water by infiltration and local storage. This adds to a
more attractive network of streets and public spaces. This green adaptation is linked to the
planned sewage renewal.
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GELE GEBOUW
ZoHo Raingarden, designed by De Urbanisten, is a public space
intervention linked to
Hofbogen viaduct and the Katshoek parking garage that uses the rainwater collected from
the rooftops and the street surroundings to irrigate a new green structure that replaces the
underused street.
The area shows an excesive amount of paved surface and parking places
regentuin
and with a smart reorganisation it can be upgraded to a green spot to linger an enjoy nature,
linking the surroundings (Polderdak, Katshoek, Gele Gebouw, Hofbogen...) and solving climate
issues as rain, drought and heat stress.
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Agniesebuurt Climate Proof
ZOHO-PARK

een ontmoetingsplek voor de buurt

A large scale intervention
Agniesebuurt

The Zomerhofkwartier and Agniesebuurt are among the areas in deltacity
Rotterdam that are vulnerable for the effects of heavy rainfall, longer
periods of drought and heat stress.
Zomerhofwartier

Benthemplein Watersquare has been the first and essential step taken in
climate proofing ZoHo. ZoHo Raingarden can be the next one. Moreover,
the garden can perform a key role in the future urban structure of the
whole neighborhood. Due to its privileged location, it can become a
welcome public space that completes the sequence of significant green
areas in the district.
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plek met ‘stedelijke dynamiek’

de welkomsttuin van
het Zomerhofkwartier
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ROTTERDAM CLIMATE PROOF
Benthemplein & Zohokwartier & Hofbogen

Green aquapuncture

Agniesebuurt Climate Proof

Climate change adaptation
Watersquare Benthemplein

Green Hofbogen

Rooftop park:
Dakakkers
ZoHo Rainbarrel
Rooftop park:
Hofbogen / Luchtsingel

Permeable paving street

Waterrobust
street design

Robust open water

Rain Garden
Green aquapuncture
Waterrobust street design

Pompenburg park

Polderroof
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